Emergency Evacuation Procedures

Policy Statement

Adelphi University has implemented evacuation procedures to ensure safety for all faculty, staff, students and visitors on campus.

Reason for Policy

Inform faculty, staff, and students on how to evacuate Adelphi’s campus buildings during an emergency.

Who is Governed by this Policy

Faculty, Staff, and Students

Policy

On occasion, the University must evacuate a building or buildings. Although evacuations are usually fire related (fire alarms, fire drills) evacuations are not always fire related. A structural issue, threats both natural and man-made may also necessitate an evacuation. In order to provide the University community with a safe and orderly evacuation everyone’s assistance is required. Faculty, administrators and staff need to be informed and must act appropriately in a leadership role when an occasion to evacuate a building or buildings is necessary. Knowing what to do and how to respond to an emergency is of utmost importance to the safety of others as well as yourself. Some faculty and/or staff may be requested to take on the added title and responsibility of Evacuation Warden. Those who agree to act in that capacity will receive training in properly responding to a building evacuation.

In any evacuation the goal is for all within an affected building to evacuate quickly and safely to an area outside and away from the building, and not to re-enter until directed to by the Department of Public Safety, the police or fire departments.
Definitions

This policy does not have definitions associated with it at this time. Upon periodic policy review this area will be evaluated to determine if additional information is needed to supplement the policy.

Procedures

1. Always know at least two (2) escape routes and emergency exits from your building.
2. Learn where the nearest fire alarm pull station is.
3. Know how many doors are between your room and the exit stairwells in the event that you might have to crawl to safety because of heavy smoke.
4. Take time to focus on a mental picture of the route you intend to use to exit your building.
5. Check your door before you open it. Feel with the back of your hand, and if it feels hot to the touch, do not attempt to leave. Without haste, contact the Department of Public Safety and Transportation or 911. Remain calm and inform the answering officer of your name, location, and nature of the emergency. Next, go to the window and wait there to attract arriving Fire Fighters.
6. In the event that you are able to exit your room do the following:
   - Take an outer garment with you
   - Close the door behind you.
   - Calmly proceed to the nearest safe stairwell while knocking on all other resident doors alerting them of the emergency condition.
   - Assist anyone with special needs.
   - Use the stairs only. Never take the elevator. Smoke rises into elevator shafts.
   - Stay on right side of stairwell as you descend in order to allow fire fighters enough room to quickly move to the emergency floor.
   - Exit building and move 150 feet from the entrance in order to allow others to safely exit and Fire Fighters to move freely to the emergency.
   - Re-enter the building only upon the orders of the Fire Department or public safety.
   - Finally, never think that it’s probably just another fire drill, or it’s not really a fire or other emergency requiring evacuation.

Please report all hazards to the Department of Public Safety and Transportation immediately.
Forms

This policy does not have forms associated with it at this time. Upon periodic policy review this area will be evaluated to determine if additional information is needed to supplement the policy.

Related Information

portal.adelphi.edu/documents/11744341/11744760/Evacuation+of+Campus+Buildings

portal.adelphi.edu/documents/11744341/11744760/Hostile+Intruders+and+Lockdowns
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